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ANY educatorsagree that effectiveteaching

The Objectives of the Role-Play Teaching
Approach
Today's global, multiculturalenvironment requires
people to work cooperatively. Hence, teachers must
provide their students with structurallearning experiences to develop skills for work in the job climate
(Gayford1989).Role playing is helpful in meeting our
teaching agenda, because it is a ". . .technique in

which students spontaneously enact assigned roles in
a given historical, literary,or contemporarysituation
in order to understand that situation more thoroughly" (Hawes & Hawes 1982, p. 193).
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Roleplayingas a modelof teachinghas rootsin both
the personaland socialdimensionsof education.It
attemptsto help individualsfind personalmeaning
within their social worlds, and to resolve personal
dilemmaswith the assistanceof the socialgroups.In
the socialdimensions,it allows individualsto work
togetherin analyzingsocialsituations,especiallyinterpersonalproblems,and in developingdecentand
democratic
waysof copingwiththesesituationsJoyce
& Weil1986,p. 241-242).
For example, by playing out how scientists appeal
to governments for research funds, students can
experience a microcosm of the real world. Such role
playing provides an engaging opportunity to discuss
conflicting views on scientific issues, and also demonstrates how social, political and economic issues
change the direction and nature of science, while
exploring the moral, ethical and social dimensions of
our society.
Joyce and Weil (1986) identify four categories of
teaching models:
1. Information-Processing
Models,which teach metacognitive learning, i.e. focusing on acquiring
and organizing informationand relating bodies
of knowledge
2. PersonalModels, which focus on the development of self-worth, self-awareness, personal
responsibility, individual creativity and development of interpersonalskills through thoughtinteraction
3. Social-Interaction
Models, which incorporate the
collective energy of the group, emphasize the
worth of cooperative learning, and promote
social skills including self-discipline, negotiation, democracy, etc.
4. BehavioralSystemsModels,which emphasize the
idea that in a structuredenvironment, behavior
can be learned and modified through reinforcement and constant feedback.Reinforcementand
feedback is incorporated in the role-playing
teaching method via student interaction.

Student Level of Involvement in the RolePlaying Process
To make the role-playing teaching approach most
productive, teachers should lead students toward
greater levels of involvement in the process by
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helps students to think critically,communicate effectively, learn self-discipline,develop
an understanding of the self and others, and cultivates the perpetuation of self-education (Cherif &
Adams 1993). Teaching methods that use students'
experiences can help generate enthusiasm for active
involvement in the learning process. One effective
technique that encourages such participationis role
playing. Role playing provides an opportunity for
"acting out" conflicts, collecting information about
social issues, learning to take on the roles of others,
and improving students' social skills. Therefore, we
believe that role playing plays an indispensable part
in human development and offers a unique opportunity for resolving interpersonal and social dilemmas
(Joyce& Weil 1986).
To emphasize the advantage of the role-playing
teaching method, this paper provides informationon
teaching objectives, various levels of student involvement, and the importance of assessment, and lists
some difficulties teachers should be prepared for in
using this technique. Finally, we provide one example of role-playingactivities in biotechnology that we
have designed and implemented successfully in the
classroom.

Table 1. Student level of independence in the role playing process (Cherif1989).
TheLevelof
Involvement

ProblemTo Be
Solved

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Given
Given
Given
Given
Given
Not Given

TheCharacters
in thePlay
Given
Given
Given
Given
Not Given
Not Given

including them in planning the five factorsthat make
up a typical role-playing situation:
The problem to be solved
The charactersto be played
The roles to be followed
Essential information to be gathered
Procedures for the play to be adapted.

At the first level of "Student Level of Involvement"
in the "RolePlay TeachingModel" as shown in Table
1, students carryout pre-assigned activities:They are
actors for a scripted play. The educational value of
the role-playing activities increases as the procedure
encompasses greater levels of student involvement.
For highest productivity, instructorsshould lead students toward Level 6, even if that level cannot ultimately be achieved. In teacher education, Cherif has
student-teachersparticipatein the design and implementation of these six student levels of independence
in the role-playing process. He observed that as the
difficultylevel increased, so did the amount of time,
effort, and best of all, enthusiasmamong the studentteachers. (A role-playing design at Level 1 is shown
in Appendix 1.) The final level of student involvement is criticalassessment.

Assessment in Role Play
The "afteracting out" discussion is very important
for students' cognitive and social development because it encourages understanding of the social and
personal dynamics involved in reachinga conclusion.
Hence, it is as importantas the role playing itself. The
teacher and students should explore how and why
each person reached his or her decision, and whether
this situation could have been approached in other
ways Joyce& Weil 1986).
Student involvement in the planning, implementation and assessment of role playing helps to counter
some of the difficulties of teaching this method (for
more ideas about assessment, see Appendix 2). However, the planning that role-playingteaching requires
and the difficulties that may arise entail forethought
by instructors.

Essential
Information

Given
Given
Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given

Given
Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given

Procedures
for
thePlay
Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given
Not Given

Problems That Teachers Face
Many problems of role playing can be overcome by
collaborationbetween teachers:sharing learned techniques and resource materials,and preparingfor role
playing in advance. Some of the problems encountered may be as follows:
1. Role playing requires a great deal of time and
effort to be successful. The ". . .content of the

problem, the solutions to the problem, the feelings of the role players, and the acting itself (as
well as the "after acting out" analysis and discussion, which all serve to involve students in
the role play)," are aspects that compete with
each other for time and emphasis (Joyce& Weil
1986).
2. It is sometimes difficult to generate enough
characters,perspectives or useful resources for
the study topic.
3. Role playing uses controversial topics-social,
political, economic and ethical-because these
issues are inseparable from our daily lives and
therefore very close to the students' experiences. Controversy can be uncomfortable for
many teachers. Furthermore,most of us (teachers) were never taught how to negotiate solutions to conflicts in the classroom, nor were we
instructed on how to pass on conflict resolution
skills to our students.
The following model, combined with innovation,
forethought and active planning with the students,
may help to overcome these obstacles.

A Successful Example of Role-Playing
Activityin Biotechnology
This role-playing activity is structuredin the form
of a city council meeting (e.g. Byers 1979). Seven
groups consisting of three or four students are involved (this can be adapted for smaller classrooms),
and the meeting is to decide which group would
receive $10,000,000 for biotechnological research to
betterserve the entire community. Fourof the groups
are competing: the IndustrialCommunity, the Medical Community, the Scientific Community, and the
ROLEPLAYING
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Roleof the
Characters

1. Team work skills
2. Criticalthinking and problem-solving skills
3. Breadth and depth of concepts and vocabulary
of biotechnology and their application to life in
our contemporarytechnological society
4. An understanding of the social, economic and
environmental implications and limitations of
biotechnological development
5. An awareness of their own attitudes, feelings
and values and how they differ from others.

11.Duringthe Enactment Procedures
The enactment should begin with the mayor stating the regulations of the council meeting: length of
opening statements, debate procedures and closing
arguments. Every group should deliver its complete
opening statement without interruption. Then the
groups will make their arguments, question other
groups, and answer questions from the media, citizens, and the mayor and his or her associates. Caution: The debate could become an emotional and
verbal war revolving around how, for example, past
money has been spent instead of how the present
money will be used in enhancing researchand development in biotechnology to the benefit of the citizens. The interesting part of this role play is that the
arguments will overlap. (For specific advice to each
group involved in this role-playing activity, see Appendix 3.)
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1
Appendix
The Role-Playing Design
role of the chairman in the play requires
a person who is confident, well experienced, informed, and knows how to keep
people in line, then you should select the
student who best fits these characteristics.

Step 1: Select a topic that is contemporary and
important, organized around specific concepts, grounded in real life experience,
and that will provide students with a challenging experience. Use companies and
organizations that are local and/or wellknown to the students.

Deliberatelyassigningstudents to play roles
that couldcontrastwith theirreal personality
can also be a very educationalexperience.In
thiscase,designyourroleplayto bea creative,
endeavorthatmakesuseof dynamic
cooperative
presentations.

Step 2: Design the role play so that there are no
right or wrong answers. The final decision
will depend on the persuasiveness of the
participants and the rationale of their arguments. Fromthe beginning, make it clear
to all students that each group will be
graded based on the ". . .quality of their
research.. the amount of creativityand innovation they use, and the clarityof their
publicpresentation"(Arce1992,p. 47). Also
make it clearthat each student must participate in the preparationof the enactment,
speak during the enactment, and actively
participatein the analysisand discussion.
Step 3: Design the role play in a way that enables
the students to research, plan and work
cooperatively.Balancethe groups' productivity by mixing higher, average and lower
achievers into each group of the role play.
Step 4: Give students a general fact sheet explaining the purpose of the role play and the
group responsibility. Also distributebriefing sheets containing information on the
part each student is to play in the discussion and the interests they must defend
(Reissman & Rollnick 1990).
There may be a need to match the fictional
charactersto the real characterof the students in the classroom. For example, if the

Step 5: Encourage your students to use diverse
materialsfrom a broad spectrumof sources
such as "magazines, journals, books, and
newspapers, as well as statements and
position papers from a wide range of individuals, organizations, and governments"
(Bender 1986, p. 10). Require students to
use maps, diagrams, charts, figures, and
other visual aids. A wide spectrum of
sources helps students learn to be open to
a variety of opinions and options (Bender
1986), plus it encourages innovation in
their presentations and arguments.
Encourage our students to ractice their
t
stud
ents
their
Encpurge
an
statements
and their
closing
oeigand your
key argumentsbeforehand. This is important in developing public speaking skills
and in delivering smooth and coherent
statements and arguments (Arce 1992).
Step 6: It is very importantto establish the proper
environment for serious debate. Arrange
the classroom to resemble a formal meeting hall, complete with (if possible) a microphone, pitcher of water or juice, etc.
(Arce 1992).
Step 7: Design some assessment questions for discussion after the role-play project is completed. Encourage the students to participate in the critique and analysis of the
project.
ROLEPLAYING
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In designing the role-playing activity, the instructorshould judge the extent to which students
are ready for greater freedom in the activity. The
following steps will help teachers in designing
effective role-play activity.

Appendix
2
Assessment in Role Play
III. Creative Domain-Students apply imagination and creativethinking to the project;cultivateabilitiesto recognize,evaluate,and use
data and informationprovided by the other
parts of the role play; and learn to modify a
given design as needed. Some questions are:

I. Knowledge Domain-Students
acquire
knowledge of the subject and an understanding of relationships between the bodies of knowledge, and give reasons for their
approach to solving the problem. Some
questions are:

In what new ways did students use objects
and ideas generatedduring the enactmentof
the role-playingto enlarge their understanding? How imaginativewere students in identifying relevant problemsand solutions, and
in conceptualizingnew ideas?

What concepts did students learn and how
well did they understand them? How well
did the students integrate knowledge from
different subject areas? To what extent did
students demonstrate the understanding of
multiple relationships of various bodies of
knowledge? Were the students able to disprove or verify some of the supporting theories used in the role-playingactivity?What
kind of explanations did students offer for
the relationship they observed and understood?

IV. Attitudinal Domain-Students learn to listen closely and comprehend the other parts
of the role play; learn cooperationin a group
performance; and learn self-evaluation.
Some questions are:
How persuasivewere group members in articulatingtheir positions in order to change
the attitudes of the others? How effectively
did each group function?Did students'sensitivity and respect for others develop during
the process? Did members of a given party
demonstrateskillsand abilitiesto resolve conflicts with others constructively?How might
each group have functionedmore effectively?

II. Process Domain-Students learn how to collect, organizeand analyzedata;develop strategies for building rational arguments and
thoughts; state problems and generate valid
conclusions; participatein team-work;interpret meaning from the project. Some questions are:

V. Application and Connection Domain-Students learn to generate alternative approaches, problem-solving strategies, and
solutions. Some questions are:

How did members of a given party compile
data and information?Was there cooperation
in putting the informationtogether?How efficientwas each groupin presentingand communicating the collected data and information? Was their delivery of statements and
arguments smooth and coherent?How well
did the students use knowledge meaningfully? Did all membersparticipatein the activity?

Did they come up with practicaland workable solutions? To what extent did the students utilize their personal experiences and
collective group understanding in making
decisions related to the activity? How well
did the students integrate knowledge from
differentdisciplinesin problem-solvingstrategies? How well did the students learn to
negotiateconstructivesolutions to conflicts?
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Using McCormackand Yager's (1989) taxonomy
for science education as a frameworkfor students'
achievement, following are some examples of assessment criteria (Note: Many assessment questions could fall into more than one domain, depending upon how the questions are formed):

3
Advice to the Various Groups Involved in ThisRole-Playing Activity

Appendix

reports about the testing of geneticallyengineered
products be trusted? Do genetically engineered
productspose any environmentalthreat?

The Industrial Community

The Medical Community

You may be accused of being largely responsible
for environmental problems. Some might argue
that since you are responsible for the deterioration
of the environment, the taxpayers should hesitate
to give you a grant to fix your own mistakes.
However, you might be able to use this to your
advantage by arguing that funding would go toward a biotechnological clean-up effort. Perhaps
you recently began a PR programto raise environmental awareness at the corporatelevel.
You are a "for-profit" group; the others are
nonprofit organizations that depend heavily upon
donations from the community. Give examples of
how your community has been involved in biotechnological development for many years, such
as producing bread and beer, developing a better
quality of yeast, and producing pharmaceuticals.
ence, by awarding the industrial community
with the money, it could also benefit the other
communities in the long run.

You are going to face a tougher fight than any
other group, so you need to be more competent at
defending your statements. You might argue that
you need the money to equip your local hospital to
deal with AIDSand genetic diseases. To do this you
need researchfacilitiesspecificallydesigned to deal
with biotechnologicalresearchand genetic diseases.
Since you work directlywith ill people, you have
a better chance to conduct research and experiment with different kinds of genetic diseases. Be
aware of the legal problems that might arise as the
result of using patients as a source of research.

The Science Community

Withoutscientiststhere is no biotechnology.You
could arguethat since you serve all the othergroups,
you workwith them to improvethe overallqualityof
hfe.However, be awarethat othergroups could hire
their own scientists. You must be able to explain
why your particulargroup is betterqualified.
The Agricultural Community

Since population growth and the use of pesticides are popular concerns, alternativesto current
farming and food production methods must be
developed using biotechnological advances. As a
member of the agriculturalcommunity, you need
the money to develop pest- and drought-resistant
crops. However, other groups such as the scientists and industry might argue that they are better
equipped to do this kind of theoreticaland applied
research. Thus, you must have some specific ideas
as to what you would do with the money.
You should be aware of genetically engineered
plants and products such as a new tomato that
stays ripe and firm longer, a new variety of potatoes that doesn't absorb as much oil when deepfried, and many other geneticallyengineered vegetables with enhanced amino acid content. You
should also be aware of porcine somatotropine,
which makes pork less fatty, and bovine growth
hormone (BGH.) which boosts milk productionin
cows by 15%(albeitit is highly controversial).Some
of these genetically engineered products have already been approved and some are awaiting approvalby the Food and Drug Administration.Members of this community must ask themselves: Do
consumers care about geneticallyengineered products? Will geneticallyengineered products have financial,socialand medicalconsequencesfor fanners
and the farming profession. Should government

The City Council

The City Council hears all the arguments, questions the groups, and asks for input fromthe science
advisorof the CityCouncil.Thenyou will adjournto
weigh their meritand make a final decision.
The science advisor of the City Council must
analyze all of the positions and decide on their
strengths and weaknesses. In order to make valid
decisions, you must be willing to listen carefully,
understandfully, and considerevery varietyof opinion from the mainstreamof society-from unpopularand even despised opinions, to those thatyou are
inclined to agree with (Bender 1986). Good advice
comes fromJohn StuartMillin his work, On Liberty:
The onl tway in whicha humanbeing can makesome
approac knowingthe wholeof a subject,is by hearing
what can be said aboutit by personsof every varietyof
opinion,andstudyingall modesin whichit canbelookedat
byeverycharacter
of mind.No wisemaneveryacquired
his
[orher wisdomin anymodebutthis(Bender1986,p. 10).

The Citizen

In real life, public rarely agrees on one viewpoint-especially on controversialissues surroundmg biotechnology such as: BGH (Bovine Growth
Hormone), which boosts milk productionin cows;
"FlavrSavr" a genetically engieered strain of tomato that stays ripe and firm longer; and Porcine
Somatotropine,which makesporkless fatty.Thus, it
is importantfor members of your group to express
their own varied feelings about this issue, rather
than agree on a consensualstance. Eachmemberof
this group must be very vocal-ask many questions
and raise many concerns. After all, the public ultimately financesand consumes these products.
Questions that might be consideredby the members of this group are:Whatlimits, if any, should be
placedon geneticengineering?Should e U.S. government provide financial,politicaland technological support to genetic engineerng? Should geneticallyengineeredproductsbe privatelysubsidizedto
encouragegreaterproductionand positivepublicity?
Should the government stop commercialapproval
for genetic en eered crops, but encouragefurther researchunti we better understandthe potential risks they may pose to the environment?
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The following instructions are given to the community groups prior to the role-playingexercise in
orderto help them formulatetheirintial arguments.

